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Chapter: 1274
Peng Zhuo, the chief of Xuanyuan No. 3 Office, said in a deep voice, “Tell
me, what major event has happened can make you so excited.”
Sun Liang said excitedly: “It’s Instructor Lin, he’s back!”
Regarding the entire three places of Xuanyuan, Sun Liang had the deepest
affection for Lin Ziming, because Lin Ziming had entered the three places of
Xuanyuan under his recommendation.
During Lin Ziming’s accident, he was really uncomfortable, and he even
suffered from insomnia for two days!
“Which instructor Lin, old grandson, can you make it clear…” Zhao Xia
said angrily, halfway through, I suddenly realized something, suddenly
opened my eyes, and shook my head quickly, and said: “This is impossible!
Impossible!”
Others also reacted. Sun Liang was talking about Lin Ziming. For a while,
the atmosphere in the solemn meeting room became weird. For a while,
everyone’s expressions became wonderful and they were speechless.
In fact, during this period of time, these three words by Lin Ziming became
forbidden, and no one would take the initiative to mention it.
For Lin Ziming, their feelings are actually very complicated, because Lin
Ziming is the most powerful existence in Xuanyuan’s three places. There is
no need to question his strength, and Lin Ziming is young enough to have an
unlimited future. Lead Xuanyuan three places to glory.
And often the greater the hope, the greater the disappointment. What Lin
Ziming did on the Lion Rock hurt their hearts severely, and even became a
shame to the three places of Xuanyuan, making them unable to lift
themselves in front of other departments. beginning!
At the same time, they couldn’t understand why people like Lin Ziming
would do something like that. Lin Ziming is already brilliant enough. Is it
necessary to seize the colorful origin fruit and stand on the opposite side of
China? In their opinion , As long as it is a slightly normal person, they will
not do such a stupid thing.
The silence in the meeting room made Sun Liang’s original excitement
slowly cleared away, as if being poured with a bucket of cold water.
He finally realized that, yes, even if Lin Ziming came back, so what? Now
Lin Ziming has caused a terrible disaster. Lin Ziming died, it’s a hundred,
but now if Lin Ziming comes back, he will face Yes, that would be a
military trial!
“Lao Sun, where did you find the message?” Peng Zhuo finally broke the
silence and asked with a frown.
Other people also reacted, yes, this is mostly false information, after all,
they watched Lin Ziming being chased by Jian Rushuang and finally killed
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in the big bang.
Sun Liang directly took the phone to Peng Zhuo and said, “This is true.
Instructor Lin is sure to come back. This is a video of him in the source city.
The two brothers Lan Xing and Lan Feng of the Xuandan faction died in his
hands. On it.”
“This…” Peng Zhuo saw Lin Ziming in the video and immediately stood up,
his expression also shocked!
Although the picture of the video is a bit blurry, Peng Zhuo can still tell at a
glance that Lin Ziming is in the video!
“What’s the situation? Instructor Lin, he is already dead, how could he come
back from death?!” Peng Zhuo is also unstoppable shocked now. Other
people see his reaction and realize that this is not groundless. Lin Ziming
really came back, and for a while, they all gathered around and stared
directly at the video on the phone.
They all saw Lin Ziming’s figure, and they were sure to be Lin Ziming
himself!
Zhao Xia couldn’t help but said, “This is Instructor Lin, but how is this
possible? We obviously saw him fall in a big explosion with our own eyes.
How can people survive an explosion of that magnitude.”
Xiao Cangmang, who was next to him, came back to his senses and said
meaningfully: “It is the original fruit of colorful origin. He swallowed the
original fruit of colorful origin, so he was able to survive, and in such a short
period of time, he recovered from his injuries and returned intact. !”
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